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Who Do You Love
Vinnie Ferra

Who Do You Love - Vinnie Ferra
Capo 1st Fret

B, F#, A, E x4

G#m                                            E
And that day s gonna come when you lose who you love 
G#m                                                    E
When you must face the fact that you ll never get them back 
G#m                                                   E
They were there at the start you ll be there at their end 
G#m                                                     E
No there s nothing you can do no there s nothing you can send 

C#m, E

           B        F#
And you ll cry for days 
A              E
It won t ever explain 
           B       F#
Where the pain you have 
   A      E
Is coming from 
           B         F#
And you ll cry some more 
A                   E
And you ll tend to ignore 
       B       F#
That feeling inside 
 A                 E
Girl you ve got to realize 

Am (3 beats), C (1 beat), G (3 beats), C (1 beat) x2

G#m                                                   E
And you ll think of the nights where all we did was fight 
G#m                                               E   
You ll look back and you ll see they did nothing to me 
G#m             
You won t know what you had 
E                                    C#m     E
Until it s gone, until it s gone 
C#m              E



Until it s gone 

           B        F#
And you ll cry for days 
A              E
It won t ever explain 
           B       F#
Where the pain you have 
    A     E
Is coming from 
           B         F#
And you ll cry some more 
A                   E
And you ll tend to ignore 
       B       F#
That feeling inside 
 A                 E
Girl you ve got to realize 

            B  (one strum, then no guitar)
And you ll cry for days 

It won t ever explain 

Where the pain you have 

Is coming from 

And you ll cry some more 

And you ll tend to ignore 

That feeling inside 

Girl you ve got to realize
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